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Spa Sáasil 

"To Health & Wellness"

Dedicated to providing customers with a memorable experience, Spa

Sáasil located in the Condesa neighborhood is one of the best in the city.

Treatments go beyond the usual massage, facial and body scrubs and

features state-of-the-art techniques like laser skin tightening,

endermologie, lipo-massage, and even a weight-loss therapy. Spa Sáasil

will have you looking like a whole new you in no time. Be sure to visit their

website as they often feature monthly specials and better package rates.

 +52 55 5212 1358  www.spasaasil.com.mx/  osbegob@hotmail.com  29 Tamaulipas No., Mexico

City
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Kokoro 

"Perfect Cut"

Carrying popular brands like Sexy Hair, Macadamia Natural Oil and Revlon

Professional, the Kokoro salon in the Coyoacan neighborhood is one of

the trendiest in the city. Get your hair professionally done and pick up

beauty products all in the same shop. The knowledgeable stylists will even

help you pick out the right products for your hair and show you how to use

them. That way you'll leave the salon with a fresh new 'do and the tools on

how to do it yourself.

 +52 55 1107 6323  416 Avenida Coyoacan, Colonia Del Valle, Mexico City
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Orange Beauté Mexique 

"Modern Oasis"

Dedicated to the beauty and wellness of its clients, Orange Beauté

Mexique is one of the top rated day spas in Mexico City. Their treatments

range from massages, facials and laser hair removal to makeup

application and more. Feel the stress begin to melt away as the

knowledgeable and friendly staff guide you through a memorable and

relaxing experience. A treatment mask will help calm irritated skin and

bring out a more youthful complexion, while a deep tissue massage will

relieve the tension in your back you've been feeling for months! Leave this

day spa feeling rejuvenated and ready to tackle anything.

 +52 55 5540 5050  www.orangebeaute.com/index.php/

lomas/

 71 Pedregal, Lomas de Chapultepec,

Mexico City
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